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EUROPEAN SMALL CAPS? ONWARD AND UPWARD
European economies are participating fully in the synchronised pick-up in global growth. With economies in most European countries
growing strongly, many smaller firms are showing they can grow and adapt faster; small-cap stocks have shown excellent long-term
risk-adjusted returns.





What lies behind the outperformance of small caps in the long run?
Does the current environment favour European small caps?
Why is stock selection so important for small caps?

Click here to read the full article
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This material is issued and has been prepared by the investment management company.
This material is produced for information purposes only and does not constitute:
1.an offer to buy nor a solicitation to sell, nor shall it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract or
commitment whatsoever or
2.investment advice.
Opinions included in this material constitute the judgement of the investment management company at the time specified and may be
subject to change without notice. The investment management company is not obliged to update or alter the information or opinions
contained within this material. Investors should consult their own legal and tax advisors in respect of legal, accounting, domicile and
tax advice prior to investing in the financial instrument(s) in order to make an independent determination of the suitability and
consequences of an investment therein, if permitted. Please note that different types of investments, if contained within this material,
involve varying degrees of risk and there can be no assurance that any specific investment may either be suitable, appropriate or
profitable for an investor’s investment portfolio.
Given the economic and market risks, there can be no assurance that the financial instrument(s) will achieve its/their investment
objectives. Returns may be affected by, amongst other things, investment strategies or objectives of the financial instrument(s) and
material market and economic conditions, including interest rates, market terms and general market conditions. The different
strategies applied to the financial instruments may have a significant effect on the results portrayed in this material.
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